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LETTERS FROM THE GNOME FOUNDATION
As I reflect over my involvement in FOSS over the last 20 years, I can confidently say that 2020 has been one of the most unique ones I have experienced.
At the end of 2019, I was pleased to be able to keynote at GNOME.Asia in Gresik, Indonesia. I also spoke at the China Open Source Convention, and we held
the Linux App Summit in Barcelona, Spain. This was quickly followed by FOSDEM in Brussels, and SCaLE in Pasadena, California. Then, the coronavirus
pandemic changed all of our plans. We had to find new ways to adapt, and to continue driving forward the mission of building a diverse and sustainable
free so ware computing system.
Although travel stopped, GNOME did not. GUADEC was swi ly moved online, and we had around 700 registrations. We released another two fantastic
versions of GNOME. We successfully defended GNOME against a patent lawsuit, and in doing so obtained protection for the entire FOSS community.

NEIL MCGOVERN
Executive Director

There have been many challenges, but I've been proud of the way that the Foundation has stepped up to meet these. Although 2021 looks like it may be
equally diﬀicult, I'm confident that, together, we're in a position to be able to continue our journey towards a world where everyone is empowered by
technology they can trust.

I started using GNOME when I was a teenager because I had an old computer, and wanted to learn more about how the Internet worked. I installed Debian
and set up GNOME because it was free and helped me use my computer the way I wanted. GNOME’s principled position on so ware freedom turned me
into a user, and it is what has inspired me to become active in the community, run for the Board of Directors, and ultimately find direction in my life, using
so ware as a means to promote global equality.

ROBERT MCQUEEN
Board President

I’m excited about everything GNOME has done in 2020 – I had fun at GUADEC even though I was home, as opposed to in Mexico. Flathub grew to over 1000
apps and now provides a compelling independent app store, helping people do the things they need while embracing free and open source so ware on
their personal computer. GTK3 came out nearly 10 years ago, and some of the ideas that GTK4 brings to life have been building for nearly that long.
Together with an amazing team of contributors from across the GNOME ecosystem, the Foundation also employs Emmanuele Bassi to work on GTK full
time, and version 4 is here.
I believe in so ware freedom, and GNOME does too. When I was that curious teenager, access to source code was enough, but I now understand
that user freedom is the goal.
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ABOUT GNOME
The GNOME Foundation is a non-profit organization that works to support the GNOME project.
Together we create a computing platform, composed entirely of free so ware, that is designed
to be elegant, eﬀicient, and easy to use.
To achieve this goal, the Foundation coordinates releases and determines what so ware to
include in these releases. The Foundation provides the infrastructure necessary to building a
technical project, including email services, hosting servers, and so ware for collaboration. The
Foundation acts as an oﬀicial voice for the GNOME project, providing a means of communication
with the community, media, and commercial and noncommercial organizations interested in
GNOME so ware. The Foundation produces educational materials and documentation to help
the public learn about GNOME so ware. In addition, it sponsors and helps organize GNOMErelated conferences, such as GUADEC, GNOME.Asia,and the Pan African GNOME Summit;
represents GNOME at relevant conferences sponsored by others; helps create technical
standards for the project; and promotes the use and development of GNOME so ware.
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT CHALLENGE
The Inaugural GNOME Community Engagement Challenge, in
partnership with Endless, launched in the Spring of 2020. This
three-phased Challenge was designed to support beginning
coders of free so ware by creating a competition encouraging
individuals or teams to submit stimulating ideas that would
connect the next generation of coders to the FOSS community
and keep them involved for years to come.
The goal of the Challenge is to help address some of the current
shortcomings of the industry. It raises the awareness and skills to
contribute to free and open source so ware among educators and
students, increases the number of people of all ages who are
trained in coding free and open source so ware, and increases
the percentage of GNOME contributors who identify as women,
non-binary, genderqueer, or gender non-conforming.
A marketing, media, and social media campaign was developed
to promote the Challenge with coverage in free so ware online
media, and YouTube and podcast influencers.
Phase One concluded in July and we recieved enteries from a wide
range of established applications and programs as well as start-up
programs. Five teams were announced as Phase Two winners in
early December and invited to participate in Phase Three. The
final Challenge winner will be announced in April, 2021.
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THE DAY THE LAWYERS CAME TO FOSS
While the GNOME community was attending the last day of GUADEC
2019 in Thessaloniki Greece, the GNOME Foundation received notice
– via a tweet – that the GNOME community was being sued for patent
infringement regarding Shotwell, a FOSS photo application program.

On May 21ˢᵗ 2020, a er 18 months of legal wrangling, a settlement
was reached. Some key aspects of the settlement include:

This seemingly straightforward suit was the first time a free and open
source project was subject to litigation in the US courts over a patent.
This wasn’t simply an attack on a FOSS application but had far
reaching implications for all of FOSS. Because the GNOME
Foundation believes in supporting the sustainability of free so ware
for all, a call to action was necessary.

• The terms of the agreement can be shared with anyone who has
so ware licensed under an approved open source license and
their counsel

To combat the suit, the GNOME Foundation needed support. The
Foundation was fortunate to secure the legal counsel of Shearman &
Sterling, who had a pro bono team of lawyers assist us with the case.
The FOSS community rallied to provide support, and very quickly
raised over $150,000 from around 5,000 community contributors. As
a group, the worldwide community of FOSS supporters joined
together to demonstrate that they would not be bullied.
The GNOME Foundation was oﬀered several unattractive settlements
which may have saved some time and expense, but these
settlements were declined. It was important for the FOSS community
to send a message that suing a free and open so ware program
would not be profitable or successful, with the long-term goal of
discouraging future legal actions from profit-seeking entities.

• GNOME Foundation made no payments to Rothschild Patent
Imaging, and is free to state this fact publicly

• The settlement applies to all FOSS projects under an OSIapproved license
• The settlement applies to all of the patents in Leigh Rothschild’s
portfolio, including those acquired in the future
• The settlement applies in perpetuity even if the patents are sold
This settlement has wide reaching implications for the entire FOSS
community. FOSS projects are now protected from lawsuits on over
150 patents in Leigh Rothschild’s patent portfolio, and Leigh
Rothschild is unable to sue any free so ware entity over anything he
acquires in the future.
As a community, we owe a huge debt of gratitude to prior art and
help from OIN, our lawyers, as well as to all the supporters and
contributors who came together in a time of need to protect the
future of Free, Open Source So ware.

A NEWS-WORTHY
STORY
The FOSS community and media
spread our story, reaching over 300
search results for news and blog
outlets during the 2019-2020 fiscal
year. Social posts from the oﬀicial
GNOME channels on this topic also
had high engagement rates with some
reaching over 500K impressions.
Coverage highlights from the case
include articles from ZDnet, The
Register, It's FOSS, TechMonitor, and
many more.
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RELEASES
GNOME is released twice a year, in March and in October. We have maintained
this release cadence since 2002. A reliable schedule is an important aspect of a
successful project. It keeps the project on track and helps teams (e.g. translators,
documentation writers, designers, testers, developers) coordinate their work.
Outside parties also rely on our release schedule as many Linux distributions
schedule their releases to align with ours.
The Release Team has been tasked by the GNOME Board with defining the
contents of the release, setting and communicating the release schedule,
coordinating with other teams that are involved in the release process, and
making the actual releases.
GNOME’s releases are named a er the host locations of GNOME conferences.
This year’s releases were Gresik (3.36), which featured a new login and lock
screen, and Orbis (3.38), which brought a new Welcome tour and drag-and-drop
support in the application grid. The 3.38 release was also the first release
for which we have provided our own installer images for debugging and
testing purposes.
Besides the major new releases, the release team has extended the update
schedule, and released stable updates for previous releases up to 3.34.9
and 3.36.8.
In the development cycle a er 3.38, we are transitioning to a new versioning
scheme that features fewer unstable snapshots, which will culminate in the
release of GNOME 40 in March of 2021.
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EVENTS
GUADEC
This year, due to pandemic, we had to cancel the in-person GUADEC 2020 and instead
organize an online edition. The real challenge was to provide an infrastructure and
environment that could come as close as possible to the real feeling of meeting in-person.
GUADEC has always been the event that gathered all GNOME-rs around the globe for about a
week where everyone could freely attend talks, workshops, and many late-night pub
sessions.
GUADEC took place from 22ⁿᵈ-28ᵗʰ of July. We pioneered our new instances of Indico, our
newest events platform for event information, registration, and scheduling, as well as Big
Blue Button, which we used for live streaming and hosting the event remotely.

2020's group photo collage was created by
Jonathan Blanford using portraits submitted
by conference attendees.

One of the biggest advantages of having an online conference is that we get to have amazing
speakers who we wouldn’t otherwise have had the opportunity to have. We counted 37
speakers with 39 talks on diﬀerent topics covering community, gtk, shell performance,
accessibility, and many other engaging talks, and also had 2 dedicated days for BoFs where
our community can engage closely with hands-on sessions.
GUADEC ran for four hours each day starting at 15:00 UTC. A er the event we had social
events including cooking classes, cocktails, stand up comedy, tea party, and instrumental
performances. If we had participants who wanted to organize a social event themselves, they
could freely sign up in the wiki and reserve their slot. We had over 700 registrations, making
this the most attended GUADEC.
This year we provided an online shop as well for everyone who wanted to purchase their
GNOME and GUADEC swag continuing the tradition of oﬀering an opportunity for attendees
to go home with a souvenir.

This year's Pants Award was presented to
Nuritzi Sanchez for her years of contribution to
the GNOME project.
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EVENTS
GNOME.ASIA
GNOME.ASIA 2019 was held from 12ᵗʰ-13ᵗʰ October in Gresik City, East Java. This is the biggest event that GNOME holds every
year in Asia and the primary focus is to share and promote GNOME technologies with our Asia-based community.
The first day of the conference is usually dedicated only to workshops. Several newcomers had their first speaking experience
which made this event even more inclusive and exciting. The workshops covered many topics such as: Gitlab Class, Video Call
Application using WebRTC and Gstreamer, GNOME Translation, and GNOME Newcomers event.
Saturday was the first day of the conference talks. The local team invited professional dancers to open the conference with TariTari Gembira (Traditional Dance). The day was eventful and packed with many presentations with diﬀerent levels of knowledge.
Sunday was the last day of the conference. Rosanna Yuen, one of our keynotes and Director of Operations for the GNOME
Foundation, had the opening speech of the day. Many participants enjoyed the conference and took selfies/wefies at the photo
booth for social media.

This Photos from GNOME.Asia 2019 photostream. Photo credits:
Muhammad Firdaus, Adhi Poetra, Imanuel Ronald, Edwin Zakaria
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HACKFESTS

EVENTS
ESLIBRE

5

1

The esLibre conference is a meeting of people interested in free technologies, which focuses on sharing knowledge
and experiences around them. This conference is usually located in Spain but due to COVID, was transitioned to an
online conference successfully.

3

4

The conference took place on 18tʰ-19ᵗʰ of September and GNOME was present with its own track. In the GNOME track
we enjoyed talks about Flatpak, GNOME-Shell, GTK, and GNOME in embedded environments. We also had the
chance to host a Newcomers track.

2

GNOME Shell Hackfest 2019

1 Leidschendam, The Netherlands | 14–16 October 2019

GNOME ONBOARD AFRICA
GNOME Onboard Africa was a virtual event meant to help Africans onboard into the GNOME Project and create
awareness about open source and The GNOME Foundation in Africa. Talks were given in these categories: GNOME,
GSoC and Outreachy Projects, GTK development, etc. The event took place on the 18ᵗʰ and 25ᵗʰ of September 2020,
starting at 3 pm and lasting for 3 hours each day.
The GNOME Onboard Africa had over 137 people registered for the event. On the first day of the event there were 147
attendees and 95 people attended on the second day.

Rust+GNOME Hackfest #6

PAGS (PAN AFRICAN GNOME SUMMIT)

GStreamer Autumn Hackfest 2019

Another event to look forward to is the Pan African GNOME Summit which is aimed at introducing The GNOME
Foundation to Africa and to show interested people how they can become contributors.

PipeWire Hackfest 2019

Although this event was planned for the 27ᵗʰ of March 2020, we could not hold it due to the global pandemic. We are
very optimistic that we will have this event next year when the organization resumes in-person events.

2 Rome, Italy | 19–23 October 2019
3 Lyon, France | 2–3 November 2019
4 Lyon, France | 2–3 November 2019
GTK Hackfest 2020

5 Brussels, Belgium | 28–31 January 2020
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FINANCES AT A GLANCE
The GNOME Foundation fiscal year 2020 ran from October 1st, 2019 through September 30th, 2020.
Foreign currencies are converted to USD.

INCOME
The income for 2020 exceeded our projections. While the uncertainty of the pandemic negatively impacted our
conference sponsorships, donations went up partly due to community support of our legal issues with patents.

2019
Income
Administrative Fees
Advisory Board
Conferences

2020

Donations
Events
Internships
Interest
Other

Total

2019

2020

$962

$1,292

$153,500

$103,500

$98,818

$45,640

$632,914

$759,233

$392

$390

$7,700

$8,000

$19,810

$6,194

$1,551

$939

$915,646

$925,189
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FINANCES AT A GLANCE
Continued

EXPENSE
While our expenses grew in FY2020 compared to FY2019, this was expected as it comes from previously planned hiring of staﬀ.
Expenses in almost all other categories were down, mainly because of the pandemic. Other expenses that were not categorized
came from Community Engagement Challenge prize monies and board expenditures.

2019
Expenses

2020

2019

2020

Administrative

$36,622

$23,747

Conferences

$79,368

$56,862

Employees

$421,908

$645,243

$29,986

$19,480

Marketing

$6,418

$6,499

Internships

$27,500

$13,000

$6,531

$24,971

$608,374

$789,802

Events

Other

Total
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OUTREACH
GOOGLE SUMMER OF CODE
Clarissa Borges

Nour E-Din El-Nhass

Ujjwal Kumar

Project: Evaluation of Requirements, Content, Design, and
Components for GNOME Websites
Mentors: Claudio Wunder, Caroline Henriksen

Project: Evolution Data Server EteSync Sync Module
Mentors: mcrha, Tom "TAsn" Hacohen

Project: Adaptive Grid/Form Widget
Mentor: Adrien Plazas

Chinmay Gurjar

Mahmoud Khalil

Yetizone

Project: Support Remote Sources in Music
Mentor: Jean Felder

Project: Detecting Diﬀerences Between Two NonConsecutive Commits For Gitg
Mentor: Alberto Fanjul Alonso

Project: UI improvements to Epiphany's Preferences, History
dialog and the Bookmarks popover
Mentor: Michael Catanzaro

Mariana Pícolo

S Sai Vineet

Project: GNOME Shell: Notification Popover Redesign
Mentor: Florian Müllner

Project: Polish and Optimize Gitg Files and Diﬀ Plugins
Mentor: Alberto Fanjul

Kavan Mevada

Apoorv Sachan
Project: Port Nautilus Properties Dialog to Use GtkBuilder
Mentor: António Fernandes

José F Lorenzo-Hernández
Project: Bring Battery Testing Back to the Future
Mentor: gicmo

Project: Sound Recorder: Redesign the App to Make it
Adaptive
Mentors: Felipe Borges, Bilal Elmoussaoui

Neville Antony
Project: Implement Collections in GNOME Games
Mentor: Alexander Mikhaylenko

Alejandro Domínguez
Project: Fractal: Multi Account Support
Mentor: Daniel García Moreno

Adwait Rawat
Project: Add UI for importing and managing firmware in
GNOME Games
Mentor: Alexander Mikhaylenko
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OUTREACH
Continued

OUTREACHY
Sonja Heinze
Project: Implementing a Video Player in Fractal Message List
Mentors: Daniel García Moreno, Jordan Petridis

Priyanka Saggu
Project: Gtranslator: Rework the Search and Replace Dialog
Mentors: Daniel García Moreno, Daniel Mustieles García

GOOGLE SEASON OF DOCS
Nwokocha Wisdom
Project: Update the GObject
Mentor: Emmanuele Bassi

Pranali Deshmukh
Project: Updating the Application Help Guide
Mentor: Shaun McCance
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INFRA TO COMMUNITY
2020 came with many new changes regarding all the platforms we are currently using for video conferencing, events, platform, chat
system, and our merchandise. During this article you will get to know our newest platforms and the data we have collected for each.
A very big thank you goes to our great community as well, for all the support and great work that has been done in collaboration with
the infra team. It would have been extremely hard without you.

BIG BLUE BUTTON
Big Blue Button is an open source web conferencing system for online learning. The goal of the project is to provide remote participants a high-quality online learning experience.
We installed this in our servers in order to run GUADEC and all our online events but also as a place where all GNOME members can host calls with their teams and colleagues.
The information we got from this instance shows us that 260 people participated in GUADEC. The specifications of the platform would allow it to perform excellently with a much
higher number of participants. The average number of participants from July 22-28 was 136.

GNOME SHOP

ROCKET.CHAT

INDICO

We have wanted a merchandise for a long time and
GUADEC was the perfect time to kick it oﬀ. The main goal
of the shop is to make GNOME items more available, not
to provide a large income source.

Rocket.Chat is a communication platform where people
can chat and collaborate with diﬀerent teams, share files,
chat in real-time, or switch to video/audio conferencing.

Indico is an open-source tool for event organization,
archival and collaboration that is produced by CERN.

The shop has been active and averages around $500 in
sales per month. In the last year we have had 153 orders
with a total of 335 individual items purchased and 163
people have created accounts on our shop website. Our
most popular items have been face masks and socks.

We have 836 total users and 1051 total rooms.
The total number of messages that have been sent
through the system are 138041.
Total messages in channels have been 40486. Total
uploads have been 1543.

Switching to a stable platform to host all our events was a
much needed action. Indico turned out to perfectly meet
all our expectations.
We used it for GUADEC and will do so for LAS,
GNOME.Asia, and many other small events.
Currently there are 251 registered people.
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FRIENDS OF GNOME
We held general fundraisers to support Foundation and community activities – a Fall Fundraiser and a Spring Fundraiser. During the Fall Fundraiser we focused on recruiting new Friends of
GNOME, of which we now have over 200. The Spring Fundraiser raised one-time donations to support community activities. We held a one-time fundraiser to help fund our legal case with
Rothschild Patent Imaging. This raised over $150,000 from around 5,000 donors. We would like to thank everyone who donated, including Codethink and fellow free so ware communities
Debian and Linux Australia.
In addition to sponsorships, we received a grant from FOSS Responders and were a winning project in Indeed’s FOSS Contributor Fund.

ADVISORY BOARD
GNOME is also supported by Advisory Board membership fees. The GNOME Advisory Board members are representatives of organizations and companies that support GNOME and have an
interest in the future of the project. While the Advisory Board does not have decision-making authority for the GNOME Foundation, its members communicate with the Board of Directors and
help the Directors guide the overall direction of GNOME and the GNOME Foundation.
The 2019-2020 Advisory Board includes Canonical, Debian, The Document Foundation, Endless, Free So ware Foundation, Google, Private Internet Access, Red Hat, sugarlabs, SUSE, and
System76. We are always looking for new organizations that have a stake in the future of GNOME development who are interested in participating in the Advisory Board. If you would like to
join, please contact director@gnome.org.
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